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Abstract. This article is devoted to results relating to the theory of
rational approximation of entire functions. An analysis is made of the
rate of decrease of the best approximation pn,m of an entire function by
rational functions of type (n, m) in the uniform metric. It is assumed that
the indices (n, m) progress along a ray sequence of the Walsh table, i.e.
the sequence of indices (n, m) satisfies m/n -+ 8 E [0,1] as m + n -+ 00.

§1. Introduction

Let E be an arbitrary compact set, E c C, and let f be an entire function.
For any nonnegative integers nand m denote by 'R.n,m the class of all rational
functions with complex coefficients of order (n, m):

'R.n,m = {r: r =p/q,degp::; n,degq::; m,q ~ O}

The deviation of f from Rn,m (in the uniform metric on E) is denoted by

Pn,m:
III-rilE,Pn,m = Pn,m(f, E) = inf

TE'Rn.m

where II. liE is the supremum norm on E.
We assume that m = m(n) and the sequence of positive integers {m(n)},

m(n) ~ n, n = 0,1,2. ..., tending to infinity satisfies the follo,ving conditions:

(1)m(n-l):::;m(n):::;m(n-l)+l, n=1,2,

and

(2)limn-= n
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One of the main results of this paper is Theorem 1 characterizing the rate
of decrease of the ray sequence {Pn,m(n)}~=o of the Walsh table {Pn,m}~m=O
of the best rational approximations of an entire function of finite order.

The case of polynomial approximation (m(n) = 0, n = 0,1,2,...) of

entire functions has been thoroughly investigated. We mention works of Varga
[18], Shah [15], and Winiarski [20] relating to this direction. The methods of
the theory interpolation by polynomials and Walsh inequality (see [19]) give
us, in terms related to the degree of decrease of the values Pn,O, necessary and
sufficient conditions for a continuous function on E to admit a continuation to
an entire function of finite order. More precisely the following result is known.

In
relatioJ

Suppose that f is continuous on E, where E is a compact set with
the positive logarithmic capacity cap( E). Then f can be prolonged
to an entire function of order 0" ~ 0 if and only if

Iim sup ~!!!!.J.P.. -1n-+oo n Inn ---
a

In
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It is to be noted that the condition

allows us to describe the class of entire functions of finite order 0" > 0 and
finite type T > O.

We now point out the following estimates characterizing the behavior of
the ray sequence {Pn,m(n)}~:;:o and following immediately from the results in

polynomial approximation.
Th

lim infn
If f is an entire funcrion of finite order 0" ::?: 01. then

limsup InPn,m(n) 1
n-oo n Inn :$ --;

0"

CoroII
(3)

and if f is an entire function of finite order 0" > 0 and finite type
T > 0, then Th

sequent'

Coroll~

An important role in the theory of rational approximation of analytic
functions is played by methods of rational interpolation of analytic functions,
especially Pade approximants (interpolation sequences of rational functions
with free poles) (see, for example, [5, 7, 16]). In addition to constructive
methods, the theory of Hankel operators has been widely used in recent years
in studying the degree of rational approximation of analytic functions (see [8,
9, 10, 13, 14]). These methods are based on the Adamyan-Arov-Krefu theorem
[1] (see also [12]). This theorem makes it possible to reduce the investigation
of the degree of rational approximation of analytic functions to an investigation

then

An
Hankel..
to also I

function:
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of the rate of decrease of the sequence {Sn}, n = 0, 1, ..., of singular numbers
of the Hankel operator construct,ed from the function to be approximated.

Application of the methods of the theory of Hankel operators allowed
one of the authors (see [13]) to e:stimate the rate of decrease of the diagonal
sequence (in this case m(n) = n, n = 0,1,2,...) of the best rational approx-
imations of an entire function of finite order 0" :2: O. The following upper
estimate was established:

-v .
relation exists for certain entire functions, for example, j(z) = ez (see [2]):

In Pn,n
lim = -~.

n--oc, n In n 0"

In the present article we use methods employing the theory of Hankel
operators and a generalization of 1;he Adamyan- Arov-Krem theorem to prove
Theorem 1 concerning the ray sequence {Pn,m(n)}~=o of the deviations in
best rational approximations. In this theorem the rate of con ergence of the

product n~~) Pn-i,m(n)-i to zero is estimated.

Theorem 1. If E is an arbitrary compact set in C and f is an entire function
of Bnite order 0" ~ 0, then

In(Pn,m(n)P~~(n)-l ...Pn-m(n),~ ::::; _!
0"

limsup
n- :x: (4)nm(n) In n

The next assertion, which follows from Theorem 1, gives an estimate for
liminfn_oc lnpn.m(n)/nlnn.

Corollary 1.

The next assertion enables us to characterize the behavior of the ray
sequence {Pn,m(n)}':=o for functions for which equality is attained in (3).

Corollary 2. If
1

limsup
n-+oo

lnpn,m(n)

-nlnn a

then
1InPn~ <-lim inf

n-+oo nl.nn (1 -8)a-

An investigation of the asymptotic behavior of the singular numbers of the
Hankel operator constructed from the function being approximated enables us
to also prove other results in the theory of rational approximation of entire
functions.

..In Pn n 2hmmf ' < --.
n-+(X) n In n -0-

In connection with the last i:o.eQuality we point out that the limit in this
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The following theorE!m relates to the case when f is an entire function of

finite order u > 0 and finite type T > O.

Theorem 2. Suppose that E is an arbitrary compact set in C, and f is an
entire function of fInite o,rder u > 0 and fInite type T > O. Then

sur

Thf

where cap( E) is the log~ritbmic capacity of E

We now state corolla.ries of this theorem.
For

Corollary 3. If
Iim (m(n)fn -(}) Inn = 0,

n-oo

(6)

Corollary 4. If

H.l

l
we

then for any>.. with 1 -() < >.. ~ 1
H.l.I
wheI
see t

The outline of this paper is as follows. Results needed below from the
theory of Hankel operator!) are presented in Section 2. In Section 3 we inves-
tigate the degree of rational approximation of functions having s ~ 1 essential
singularities of finite order. Theorem 1 is a consequence of the results obtained
there. In Section 4 the proof of Theorem 2 is given.

jar n

the c
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§2. Some Results from the Theory of Hankel Operators

2.1. A Generalization of the Adamyan-Arov-Krem Theorem

Let G be a bounded domain whose boundary r consists of N disjoint closed
analytic Jordan curves. It will be assumed that r is positively oriented with
respect to G, 0 E G.

Denote by Ep(G), 1 .$: p.$: 00, the Smirnov class of analytic functions on
G. We note that the condition

estab
and t

for all z E C \ G (7)f~~=o
ir ~ -z

is necessary and sufficient for a function 'P(~), ~ E r, belonging to Lp(r), to

be the boundary value of a function in the Smirnov class Ep( G) (see [3, 6, 11,
17] for more details about the classes Ep ( G)).
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Fix a nonnegative integer l. Denote by HI = HI (G) the class of functions
q representable in the form q = cp,/~l, where cp E E2(G).

Denote by Lp,l(r), 1::; P < ()O, the Lebesgue space of functions cp mea-
surable on r such that

<00

The inner product in the Hilbert :5pace L2,1(r) is denoted by

«p,'l/J)2,1 = l«p~)(~)I~llld~l, <p,'l/J E L2,1(r).

For l = 0 we will write Lp,l(r) = l~p(f) and 11.llp,l = II .lip.

100 (f) is the space of essentially bounded functions, with the norm

11<p1100 == ess sup 1<p(~)I.
r

Let C(r) be the space of continuous functions on f, with the norm

11<pllr = ~E~ 1<p(~)I.

We represent L2,1(f) as direct sum L2,1(f) = H1ffiH1.l of subs paces, where
Hl.l is the orthogonal complement of HI in L2,1(f). Here and in what follows
we will consider HI and E2(G) as subspaces of L2,I(f).

Assume that f is continuous on f. The Hanke! operator Ai : E2(G) --+
Hl.l is defined as follows. For any function q E E2(G) let Aiq = P -(qf),
where P -is the orthogonal proje(:tion of L2,1(f) onto Hl.l. It is not hard to
see that Ai is a compact operator.

Denote by {Sn,l}, Sn,l = Sn,l(j~; G). n = 0,1,2, ..., the sequence of singu-

lar numbers (counting multiplicity) of the operator Ai (Sn,l is an eigenvalue of
the operator (Ai* Ai )1/2, where A;,* : Hl.L --+ E2(G) is the adjoint operator of
Ai ). Assume that SO,l ~ 81,1 ~ ...~ 8n.l ~ ...(for the properties of singular
numbers see [4]).

For any nonnegative integer n denote by Mn+l,n = Mn+l,n(G) the class
functions representable in the form h = p/q~l, where p E Eoo(G) and q is a

polynomial of degree at most n~ q ~ O. We remark that h E j\ltn+l,n has no
more than n + l poles and no more than n free poles. The deviation of f from
the class Mn+l,n in the space Loo (f) is denoted by

Lln+l,n = Lln+l,n(f; G) = inf III -hlloo.
hEMn+I,n

Using the same arguments as in [12] it is not hard to prove a theorem
establishing a connection between the singular numbers of the Hankel operator
and the quantities Lln+l,n.

Let G be a bounded domain ~-hose boundary r consists of N
disjoint closed analytic Jorda.!1 curves, and let f be a continuous
function on r. Then

Lln+N -l+l,n+N -1 s: Sn,l s: Lln+l,n (8)

for all integers n ~ N -1.
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This theorem is a generalization of the well-known Adamyan-Arov-Kre'i'n
theorem, which relates to the case when G = {z : Izi < I}, 1 = O. We then
have Sn,O = ~n,n' n = 0,1,2,. ..(see [1] and [12] for more details).

Lemma
exists a ~

2.2. Auxiliary Results
almost e

Let
of the °1=
hers {sn,

eigenvalu

In this subsection we point out !,ome useful relations having to do with singular
numbers of a Hankel operator.

We first prove a lemma giving necessary and sufficient conditions for a
function u belonging to the space L2,1 (r) to be an element of the subspace
E;}(G), where E;}(G) is the orthogonal complement of E2(G) in'L2,z(r).

Lemma 1. Suppose that u E .[.2,1 (f). Then u E E;} (G) if and only if there
exists a function v E E2 (G) suc.b that

where Un.

Let 1.

since Af~
that Afqr

u(~)I~I'ld~1 = V(~) d~. (9)

almost everywhere on r.

Proof: Assume the relation (9) for the function u E L2,I(f) , where v is some
function in E2(G). We show tha,t

Secor.
Aj is the

the orthoE
U E Hil. '.

the form.
implies th

(q,U)2 for any q E E2(G),=0 (10)

where (q~ U)2,1 is the inner product in L2,I(r). We have that

We il'

Then we (

E2( G) sur

The last equality in this relation follows from the fact that both functions q
and v belong to E2(G). It remains to see that by (10), U E Et(G).

Assume now that U E Et(G:I. Then for any function q E E2(G)

and

almost e,-e
In particular, for q(~) = l/(~ -z), (z is an arbitrary point in C \ V,) we get

almost ever
The s).

of function:-

This implies (see (7)) that there exists a function v E E2(G) such that (9)
holds. 0

The next lemma is established along the same lines presented above. This
lemma gives us necessary and sufficient conditions for a function u belonging
to the space L2,1 (f) to be an element of subspace H,l..
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Lemma 2. Suppose that u E 1~2,I(r),
exists a function v E E2 (G) such that

Then u E HI1- if and only if there

u(t;)I~'11Idt;1 = v(t;)~ldt; (11)

almost everywhere on r.

Let {qn,l}, n = 0,1,2,..., be an orthonormal system of eigenfunctions
of the operator {AjAf )1/2, corre~sponding to the sequence of singular num-
bers {Sn,l}, n = 0,1,2, We fl.x a nonnegative integer n. Since 8n,l is an

eigenvalue of {AjAf )1/2,

(12)

(13)

Af(ln,l = Sn,IUn,l,

Aj1Ln,1 = Sn,lqn,l,

where Un,l E Hl-L(G).
Let us write these relations jn another form. For this we note first that

since Ajqn,l = ]I' -(qn,l!), there I~xists a unique function Pn,l E E2(G) such
that Ajqn,l = qn,l! -Pn,l/~l; therefore, by (12),

(14)qn,l f -Pn,l / ~l = Sn,lUn,l.

Second, it follows from the definition of A f that the adjoint operator A j of

A f is the composition of the operator of multiplication by the function f and
the orthogonal projection]P + of L2,I(r) onto E2(G); namely, for any function
U E Hl.L we have Aju = ]P +(uf~l. Therefore, Ajun,l can be represented in

the form A j Un,l = Un,l f -Vn,l, where Vn,l E Ed- ( G). The equality (13) thus

implies that

Un,l! --Vn,1 = Sn,lqn,l. (15)

We now use the fact that the functions Un,1 E HIl. and t'n,1 E Et(G).
Then we can assert (see (9) and (11)) that there exist functions an,l, .en,1 E
E2 (G) such that

un,I(~)I~llld~1 = a:n,I(~)~ld~

and
vn,I(~)I~I'ld~1 = /3n,I(~)d~

almost everywhere on r. Therefore, by (14) and (15) we get

(16)

(17)

almost everywhere on r.
The system of functions {qn,l:}, n = 0,1,2,..., is an orthonormal system

of functions; therefore, by (17),

i,j=O,1,2,...,
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for as = (Xwhere t5i,j is the Kronecker symbol.
Thus, the following formula holds for the product of singular numbers

k = 0, 1,2, ..., (18)SO,ISl,I""" Sk,l = 11(qi'll~j,'f)(~)~ld~
I~.r 1,3=0

for as = (X

(the right-hand side is a determi:llant of order k + 1).
We mention also that the relcl.tions (16) and (17), together with Ilqn,lI12,l =

1, n = 0,1,2,..., imply that Ilan,lI12,1 = 1 for all n = 0,1,. ...

for as 1= :x

Wem,§3. Rational Appro:ximation of Functions Having Finitely Many
Essential Singularities

The Statement of Theorem 3

In this section '\"\'"e introduce anal study a situation more general than that
presented abo,'"e. Here it will be a,fisumed that the function to be approximated
has s ~ 1 essential singularities oj: finite order in the extended complex plane.

Weh

Corollar~-

Theorem 3. Suppose that E is an arbitrary compact set in C, f is a holo-
morphic function on C\{al,...,as}, ai E C\E, i = 1,...,s -1, as E C\E,
and the point ai1 i = 1,..., s, is an essential singularity of f of nnite order
O"i ?; O. Then

(i)

From..
IS nomncre

Corollary

In(Pn,m(n)Pn-l,m(n)-l ...Pn-m(n),O)lim sup
n-oo

The n
relation.

<-

4fJo-s~

for as = oc and O's/(0'1 + f- O's) > (1 -{})/(1 + {})j

(ii)

then

(iii) It is 1:
valid unde"'
the point t

greater tht'
Let u~

that O"i >
case with i
3.2 and 3.3
has exactl~.

I ' In(Pn,m(n)Pn-l,m(n)-l ,. 'Pn-m(n),O)
<1m sup --

n-oo nm(',n) Inn

(J

0"1 

+ ...+ 0" s

-1

Here and what follows we will use the following notation. Denote by I/o-
the expression -

~~~f
480'548( 0"1 + ...+ 0" s )
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00 and 0" s / (0"1 + ...+ 0" s) >. (1for as 8)/(1 + 8),

(}

0"1 + + 0"8-1

for as 00 and 0"$/(0"1 +... + O"$)~I:l- (J)/(l + (J), and

()

0"1 + ...+ 0" s

for as # 00.
We mention that according to Theorem 3

1
0"

lim sup
n-+oo

We have the following consequence to the theorem.

Corollary 5.
2

liminf
n-+oo

In~~M ~-
nlnn (2 8)0-

0,1, ...,From Theorem 3 and the fact that the sequence {Pn,m(n)}, n
is nonincreasing, we immediately have the following.

Corollary 6.
1
0"

lim sup
n-+oo

In Pn,m(n) <
-

The next corolla!}" concerns functions for which equality holds in the last
relation.

Corollary 1. If
1

limsup
n-+oo

Inp~
-;; Inn 0"

then
1InPn,m(n) < -

lim inf
n-oo nlnn (1 -O)a

It is not hard to see from the proof of Theorem 3 that this theorem is
,;-alid under more general assumptions on f. Namely, it can be assumed that
the point ai, i = 1,..., S, is an esse:ntial singularity of f of finite order no

greater then O"i.
Let us mention the scheme of proof of Theorem 3. It will be assumed

that O"i > 0 for i = 1,..., s. The l~eneral case can be obtained from this
case with help of the corresponding :limit transition O"i ~ O. In Subsections
3.2 and 3.3 we consider the situation when the function to be approximated
has exactly one essential singularity of finite order at infinity, and by this we
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For t.actually prove Theorem 1. In StLbsection 3.4 we apply the results obtained in
Subsections 3.2 and 3.3 to consider the general case.

Before proving Theorem 3 '~e note that the diagonal case when m( n) =
n, n = 0,1,2,. .., was investigatE~d in the paper [13]. In this case the following
estimate is valid:

where {Sk

quence of
constructer
resent able

It is n
3.3); theref

""'"e fix

number of (

by in the c:
is positivel:
n is a SUffil
radius tn W

Let us
Qi,n-m(n) ~ Q

on and OutE

1
limsup

n-+(X)

¥
ff;,~
~
~
~
~.

(19)0"1 + ...+ 0" s

3.2. The Case When f is an Entire Function of Finite Order

In this subsection we shall start with the assumption that E is an arbitrary
compact set in C, and f is an entire function of finite order 0".

In order to continue with the proof of the corresponding assertion, let us
begin with some remarks.

First, seeing that Pn,m = Pn,m (J j E) is nondecreasing as the compact set
E expands (Pn,m(Jj E) ~ Pn,m(fj E') for E ~ E'), ~-e can assume that the
complement G of E is connected, and E is bounded by finitely many disjoint
closed analytic Jordan curves r. -

Second, with help of an appropriate linear fractional transformation we
can reduce the original theorem 1;0 the situation \V"hen E contains 00 and f
has exactly one essential singularity a = 0, 0 E G = t \ E, of finite order 0".

Precisely, for this situation w,e prove that s\

...P~-mln).O) 1
< --,
-0"

In(p~,m(n)P~-~m(n)-llim sup
n--oo (20)rtm(n) Inn

where
can be ~TitT

= P~-j,m(n)-j(f; E) = inf
rEn- n-].m(n1-j

j=O,l,...,m(n).

Ilf-rIIE'
*

Pn-j,m(n)-j
(m(n

Here and what follows we will use the following notation:

= {r: r =p/q:;n-m{n),degp~n -j,degq~m(n) -j,q ~ a}.
n~_j,m(n)-j

where
In this subsection we prove the inequality

In(Lln,m(n) Lln-l.m(n)-l ...Lln-m(n).O) 1-<-- -,
0"

andlim sup
n-oo (21)nm(n) Inn

where

We estinj=O,l,...,m(n),

is the best approximation off in LO()(r) in the class Mn-j,m(n)-j of functions
h such that h = pfqzn-m(n), p E Eoo(G) and q is a polynomial of degree at

most m(n) -j, q =t o.

o.~ ( c
},n-m(n) ...
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For this it suffices to show (see the estimate (8)) that

Ii In(so,n-m(n)Sl,n-m(n) ...Sm(n),n-m(n») < 1msup --
n-+oo nm(n) Inn -u'

(22)

where {Sk,n-m(n)}, Sk,n-m(n) = S'k,n-m(n)(f; G), k = 0,1,2,..., is the se-

quence of singular numbers of the Hankel operator Aj : E2(G) -t H;-m(n)'

constructed from the function f, and Hn-m(n) is the class of functions q rep-
resentable in the form q = cp/~n-m(n), where cp E E2(G).

It is not difficult to pass from the estimate (21) to (20) (see Subsection
3.3); therefore, we now restrict our~)elves to proving the inequality (22).

We fix an arbitrary domain G'I, 01 C G, 0 E G1, bounded by a finite
number of closed analytic Jordan curves, and 0"' > 0". Let tn = n-l/u'. Denote

by In the circle of radius tn with the center at O. It will be assumed that In
is positively oriented with respect to the open disk of radius tn about 0 and
n is a sufficiently large positive integer, n ~ no, such that the closed disk of
radius tn with center at 0 belongs 1;0 G1.

Let us use (18), with k = m(n), l = n -m(n). Since the functions
qi,n-m(n), aj,n-m(n), i,j = 0,1,2,."., belong to E2(G) and f is holomorphic

on and outside the circle In, the relation

80,n-m(n)81,n-m(n) ...8m(n),n-m(n)

11 I m(n) = (qi,n-m(71.)a:j,n-m(n)f)(~)~n-m(n)d~ ..

in 1,1=0

can be "Tit ten for the product of si,ngular numbers. From the last relation

(m(n) + l)!SO,n-m(n)Sl,n-m(n) ".. Sm(n),n-m(n)

= j ...j f(~o)'.' f(~m(n))B1(~o,
in in

,n-m(n)X ~o

where
I Im(n) B1(~o,~1"'.'~m(~~») = Qj,n-m(n)(~i) i,j=O

(24)

and

(25)B2(~o,~1,...'~m(n») = Iqj,n-m(n)(~i)I~~~-

We estimate the determinants Bl and B2- By the Cauchy formula,

dt, ~ E aI,a2j,n-m(n)(~)~n-m(n) =

j = 0,1,2, ... .'
jI

I

!..

~!'Ii!f ,
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This f

~i, i

{a, 1,.

Since
j = 0, 1,2, ...,

\,it follows from the last formlllla that
cessi\'

get(26)j = 0,1,2, ...

(here and in what follows C, C1, C2,... will denote positive quantities not
depending on n).

Similarly, since

j = 0,1,2,.

where
Ir.

last in,

it follows that

(27)j = 0, 1,2,

Using the inequalities (26) and (27), we can write

m~ IB1(~o,.", ~m(n)) X B2(~o,..., ~m(n))~~-m(n) .., ~~(n";(n)1

~iEGl (28)
",-here

For E E G1 let g(z, E) be the Green's function of the domain G1 with

singularity at E. We estimate the product BIB2~~-m(n)... E~-m(n), in the
case when the variables Ei, i := 0, ...: m( n), belong to In. The next equality

easily follows from (24) and (~~5): ""

D(~o,... '~m(n»).- B (' , )" B (c , ) ,n-m(n) ,n-m(n)

.-1 ",O,...'",m(n) 2~O,.'.'",m(n)"'O ..""m(n)

-
II ( ' ' ) 2 W ( ' ) n-m(n) n-m(n)

-",i -",j .~O, ",1,. .., ~m(n) ~O ...~m(n)

O~i<j~m(n)

l.
",here (.

G1 will
be shov

and

where the function w(~o, ~1,...' ~m(n)) is a holomorphic function of m(n) + 1
complex variables in the domain G x ...x G (\\-ith m( n) + 1 factors in the

Cartesian product).
Consider now the function

if both'
"'e

(30) tLl.k

m(n)

g(~i, ~j) + (n -m(n)) 2: g(~i, 0).
i=O

L
O.$:i<j.$:m(n)

In ID(~o, ~1,' .., ~m(n))1 + 2
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This function is sub harmonic in the domain GI with respect to the variable
~i, i = 0,..., m(n), when the rlgmaining variables ~j E GI, j # i, j E

{O, 1,... ,m(n)}, are fixed.
We now employ the maximum principle for subharmonic functions suc-

cessively with respect to each variable, together with the inequality (28), to
get

where~i Eln, i=O,l,...,m(n).
In view of the formula for a product of singular numbers (see (23)), the

last inequality implies

m(n)+l (29)

SO,n-m(n)Sl,n-m(n) ...Sn:t(n),n-m(n)

~ (m(n) + l)!C~(n)(max If(~)1
.~Eln

exp( -Wn),

where

L
O$i<j$m(n)

Wn = mill
~iEln

2
m(n)

g(C;i,~j) + (n -m(n)) L g(C;i,O)
i=O

(30)

We now use the following representation of the Green's function

z, ~ E G1. (31)

where d(~) is a quantity dependent on ~, and u(z,~) is a function harmonic in
G1 with respect to z, u(~,~) = 0, to establish a lower estimate of U'n- It can
be shown that.

d(~) -+-d(() ~ -+ (, (E GI,as

and

u(z,~) ~ 0,

if both the variables z and ~ tend to a point ( E G 1 .

We will consider the points ~O.n' ~l.n,. .., ~m(n),n' where the expression
(30) takes its minimum on In. It is not hard to see that all the points ~i,n are

O$i<j$m(n)

m(n)

+ (n -m(n)) L g(~ij 0)
i=O

~; In(((m(n) + 1)!)2cm(n)+1),



1
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n(m(n) + 1) 2 O~i<~m(n) 'lL(~i,n' ~j,n) + (n -m(n)) ~ U(~i,n' 0) /: ~ 0
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distinct. Taking into accoun1; (31), we get Seconc

L
O~i<j~m(n)

m(n)

g(~i.n,~j.n) + (n -m(n)) L g(~i.n'O)
i=O

Wn =2

we obt

(32)

Tl:

2:=
O.$:i<j.$:m(n)

m(n)

U(~i,n, ~j,n) + (n -m(n)) 2:= U(~i,n' 0).
i=O

+2

Next we investigate how the last expression in (32) changes as n -+ 00.

We know that the radius tn tends to zero; therefore holds fc

Re
order 0"1 -t d(O)

m(n)
2 L id(~i,k) + (n -m(n))(m(n) + l)d(O)

i=l
--

n(m(n) + 1)

and
for suffi

Fir:

~

Let
(22), w1

where dn ~ d(O) as n ~ 00. From this it follows that

vy'e no',
Fix

boundar
curves: I

Fix
mula for
where p
outside

1 m(n)

In
, + (n -m (n )) '"""
~i -~j I L

i=O

+ n(m(n) + l)dn.

L
O::5i<j::5m(n)

Wn :;::: mill 2
f.iEln !

;!C

~;

The estimate of the first term on the right-hand side of (33) proceeds in

several steps. First, from the representations ~i = tnxi for any point ~i E in,

where IXi I = 1, we compute that;

where r'
lying in (L

O:$:i<j:$:m(n)

+ mill
Iz;I=1

In
...

IXi -
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Second, taking into account of

1mill ~ ill 1
IXil=! L... I . I ~ In

O$i<j$m(n) x~ -Xj (m(n) + I)!'

we obtain

1 1
(34)

Wn ~ n(m(n) + 1) In Tt:T + n(m(n) + l)dn + 21n (m(n) + ijf

Thus, the estimate (see (29), (34))

SO,n-m(n)Sl,n-m(n) ...Sm(n),n-m(n)

(35)

holds for n :;::: no.
Recall that we have assumedl that f has an essential singularity at a of

order a; this implies that

(36)

for sufficiently large n, n ~ nl.
Finally, we obtain from (35), (36), and the equality tn = n-l!u'

, 

that

<-~
-f' 0"

Jim sup
n-..oo ..(37)nm(n) Inn

Letting 0-' -0- on the right-hand side of the inequality (37) we obtain
(22), which implies the inequality (21).

3.3. Proof of the Inequality (~~O)

We now apply the estimate (21) to get the inequality (20).
Fix an arbitrary domain G1, G1 C G, 0 E G1. "-e assume that the

boundary r 1 of the domain G1 c:onsists of disjoint closed analytic Jordan
curves; moreover, we assume that 1."'1 is positively oriented with respect to G1.

Fix also nonnegative integers 11. and j, O::;:j::;:m(n). Using the Cauchy for-
mula for an arbitrary function h representable in the form h = p/(qzn-m(n»),
where p E Eoo(G1), q is a polynomial of degree at most m(n) -j, with zeros
outside r 1, q ~ 0, we obtain

(/ -h)(~)d~(r' -f)(z) + f(oo) = z E E, (38)~-z

where r' is the sum of the principal parts of h corresponding to poles of h
lying in G1.

x exp( -n(m(n) + l)dn)ltnln(m(n)+l)
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Lemma 3. Fa
Xi(n), i = 1,2, .

Consider the integral on the left-hand side. We have that

(39)
m(n)

II
j=O

where the positive quantity C is independent of h, n , and j, and 11-11= is the
norm in the space L= (r 1)-

From the definition of the q"llantity P~-j,m(n)-j and the fact that the
rational function r' + 1(00) belon:gs to the claES n~-j,m(n)-j' the inequality
(39) becomes

P~-j,m(n)-j ::;: Gill -hllooo

Now, using the fact that h is an arbitrary function in Mn-j,m(n)-j(G1)
we obtain

(let n;:::<;)-l P.nxs(n)-lj=O Pn-m

Before prc
quantities*Pn-j,m(n)-j ::; C inf

hEMn-i,m(n)-i
*

,un-m(n)+j,j
Following the results in Subsection 3.2 (see the relation (21)), applied to

the region G1, we get

In( *. * )I ' Pn,m(n)Pn-l,m(n)-l ' , 'Pn-m(n),O < 1
Imsup --,
n-+oo n.m( n) In n -0"

where the mill
such that k1 +

Proof of Len

Thus, Theorem 3 has been proved for the case when the function being
approximated is an entire function of finite order.

For this purp,-
that k1 + k2 -+:
rational funct

Rn-m(n)+ks ,k
r E Rn-m(n)-"-

3.4. The Case When the Number of Singularities s ~ 2

Assume that the number s of sing11larities is ~ 2. For i = 1,. ..,s -1, let

z E C\{ai},fi(Z) = 'Pi(Z),

We now use t
in Rk k and" ,

Pn-r

where 'Pi is the principal part of the Laurent expansion of I in a neighborhood
ofai; the function 1-(Yl+.. .+';s-l) can be extended to an analytic function
Is on C\{as}. It is not hard to seE~ that 1= 11 + 12 +... + Is, where each of
the functions Ii is holomorphic in C\ {ai}, and ai is an essential singularity of

order O"i for Ii, i = 1,.. ., s.
It will be assumed that (} > o. For (} = a the corresponding assertion is

obvious.
First of all we consider the case when as = 00.
The main goal of this subsection is to obtain an upper estimate of the

product
In turn, \ve (

thatk1,...,1
We rem;

m(n)

n Pn-j,m(n)-j(!; E)
j=O

by means of the product of the quantities pj,j(fii E), i = 1,2,..., s -1, and

Pn-m(n)+j,j(fs; E).
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Lemma 3. For any nonnegative integer n, there exist nonnegative integers
Xi(n), i = 1,2,. ..,5, such that Xl(n) + X2(n) + ...+ Xs(n) = m(n) + 1 and

m(n) a-I x;(n)-1

n Pn-j,m(n)-j(Jj E) :$: sm(n)+1 n n
j=O i=1 j=O

Xs(n)-1

X n Pn-m(n)+j,j(Ja;E),
j=O

Pj,j(fi; E)

(40)

(let II;::::~n)-l Pj,j(Ji; E) = 1, in the product (40) ifX-i(n) = 0 and respectively

II;::::bn)-l Pn-m(n)+j,j(Js; E) = 1 ifXs(n) = 0).

Before proving the lemma, for any nonnegative integer n we define the

quantities

=mm
ki

max
*

JLn-m(n)+j,j

j = 0, 1,2, ...,

where the minimum is over all tuples of nonnegative integers ki, i = 1,. .., s,
such that k1 + k2 + ...+ ks ~ j.

Proof of Lemma 3: Let us show that for any nonnegative integers nand j,

(41)

For this purpose, choose arbitrary nonnegative integers ki, i = 1,. .., s, such
that k1 + k2 +. ..+ ks .$ j. Also, for each i E {I, ..., s -I} choose an arbitrary
rational function T i in Rk, ,k,. Let T s be an arbitrary rational function in
Rn-m(n)+ks!ks and T = Tl + T2 + ...+ Ts. Since k1 + k2 + ...+ ks .$ j,

T E Rn-m(n)+j,j' vV.e have

(42)

"-e now use the fact that Ti, i = 1,2,...,8-1, is an arbitrary rational function

in Rk;,k; and rs is an arbitrary rational function in Rn-m(n)+k..k.' From (42),

(Is:£)'

In turn, we obtain the inequality (41) from the last inequality and the fact
that k1, ...,ks are arbitrary nonnegative integers with k1 + k2 + ...+ ks ~ j.

We remark that, from (41),

(43)
m(n) m(n)n (f .E ) < m(n)+l n *

Pn-m(n)+j,j, -S .tLn-m(n)+j,j.

j=O j=O
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By theThe desired estimate (40) is an immediate consequence of the inequality
(43) and an assertion about numerical sequences. We state the corresponding
assertion (see [13]).

Suppose that we are given s nonincreasing sequences of nonnegative num-
bers {aj,i}~O' limj-+oo aj,i = 0, i = 1,2,..., s. Let From t

l~'tIs(aki,i)
j = 0,1,2: ...,

lin:
n-

where min is taken over all possible tuples of nonnegative integers ki, i
1,... , s, such that k1 + k2 + ...+ ks:5j.

Lemma 4. For any nonnegative integer k there exist nonnegative integers
Xi(n), i = 1,2,. .., s, such that Xl(n) + X2(n) + ...+ Xs(n) = k + 1 and Tc

assertic

Lemm
then

S Xi(n)-l

aOa~'" ak~ II II
i=l j=O

aj,i

for all -

(}s/((}l -

(let m~<;)-l aj,i = 1 in the product ifXi(n) = 0).

Fix a nonnegative integer n. Using Lemma 4, "ith nonincreasing se-
quences {Pj,j(!ii E)}f=o, i = 1,..., s -1, {Pn-m(n)+j,j(!s; E)}f=o, and k =

m(n), by (43), we get (40). 0
According to Lemma 3,

for all -

It :
the ine"

m(n) s-1 Xi(n)-1
11 .. (1 ' E) < m(n)+I 11 IIPn-;,m(n)-; , -s
j=O i=O j=O

Xs(n)-1

X 11 Pn-m(n)+j,j(ls; E),

j=O

Pj.j(!i; E) .
(44)

for the

III

where Xl(n) +... + Xs(n) = m(n) + 1.
We take a sequence A of positive integers such that:

nm(n) .In j=O P~-j,m(n)-J
(45)InnjJ~) Pn-j,m(n)-j = Iimsup

nm( n ) In n n-oo
lim

n-oo,nEA nm(n) In n

We no"
and

~lim (46)n-+oo,nEA. m(n) .

We note that l.I)i ~ 0 and 1.1)1 + 1.1)2 + ...+ I.I)s = 1.
Since for all i E {I, ..., s -1}, ai is an essential singularity of f i of order

ai, it follows from (19), with s = 1, that

. I ?1, = , -~... .s.= tUi\

we get

In( n~i(n)-l ._ (f .
limsup 3=0 P3,3 i,E)) < w;(}

n-oo,nEA nm(n) Inn --~' J

Theorel:.;= 1 ? S - l.,-,.. .,
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By the relations (2), (4), and (46), we have

InnX,,(n)-l (f E)Jim " -j=o- Pn-=-~~)+j,j s; ~ .

n-oo,nEA nm(n) Inn -o"s

From the last inequalities with the aid of (44) and (45) we obtain that

ws(l -() + ws(})<- .

Innm(n)
-j=O Pn-j,m(n)-j ws(l -f} + waf})Jim sup

n-+oo
<-

s-1 2
()'"" CJ).L...," ~ +

;=1 O"i
's 2
'"" CJ). ()L..., ~ I

. 1 O"i 0" s
,~= J

To estimate the last expression we use the following simple assertion. This
assertion can be obtained, for example, by the method of Lagrange multipliers.

Lemma 5. If()i ~ 0, i = 1,2,...,8, and()s/(()I+...+()s) > (1-())/(1+()),
then

nm(n) Inn
as

(47)
(Als(l -B)-+--

~!!l2

1!-=~ (Als(l -8)

BBs

8 2
~W.-<L...,-!-+4822:::=1 8i 48288 -i=1 8i

for all Wi ~ 0, i = 1,2,..., s, }::=1 Wi = 1. If 8i ~ 0

88/(81 + ...+ 88)S(1 -8)/(1 + 8), then
8 2

(1 ~ W. W8 1 -I
2::8-1 8 .S L..., 8~- i 88

. 1 .. 1 ~ s~= .~=

for all Wi ~ 0, i = 1,2, ..., s, 2:::=1 Wi = 1.

It remains to employ Lemma 5 with O"i/8 (i = 1,..., s) instead of 8i, use
the inequality (47), and get the required relation

In(Pn.m(n)P~,m(n)-1 ...Pn-~),o) ,/

i = 1,2,...,8 and

0)-+

(1 

+ 8)2lim sup
n-oc -4(J( 0"1 +

(1 -(J)2+

nm(n) Inn +0"8)

400-5

for the ca.se when O"S/(O"l +... + O"s) > (1- 8)/(1 + 8).
In the situation when O"S/(O"l +... + O"s)::;:(l- 8)/(1 + 8) we have

In(Pn,m(n)Pn-1,m(n)-1 ...Pn-m(n),O) < -8 ~

lim sup
n-oo

Theorem 3 is proved.

<-
nm(n) Inn O"l+"'+O"S

we get with help of (2) and (19), .

Iim sup
n-x nm(n) Inn -0"1 + ...+ O"s-1

We now consider the case as # 00. Since

m(n) m(n) m(n)

II Pn-j,m(n)-j$ II Pm(n)-j,m(n)-j = II Pj,j,
j=O j=O j=O
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Proof of the Corollaries to Theorem 3 we get

We start with the proofs of the corollaries to Theorem 3. Here

(1 + 8)21
0" 4B( 0'1 + ...+ 0' s)

i~~
4fJus

which
\'-

that
for as = 00 and 0"8/(0"1 +... + O"s) > (1 -8)/(1 + 8),

()1 -
0"

Fi:
of inteE

sequent

0"1 + ...+ 0"5-1

for as = 00, 0"5/(0"1 +... + O"s)~(l -8)/(1 + 8), and

(J1
0" O"l+...+O"s

From tl
for as # 00. It will be assumed that f) > 0 and 0" > O. For f) = 0 and 0" = 0

the corresponding assertions are obvious.
To prove Corollary 5, suppose to the contra!}- that

n-
1.. f Inpn,m(n) > 2 .,\
lmm n-+oo n In n -2 -() 0" (48)

which ir

where 0 < A < 1.
It follows from the relation (1) that

It folIo".

m(n)m(n) -j::;:m(n -j), j = 0,1,

Therefore, we have

Finall~'
..,m(n)j = 0,

Pn-j,m(n-j) .s:Pn-j,m(n)-j,

and

(49)
m(n) m(n)

Pk,m(k) = II Pn-j,m(n-j)~ II Pn-j,m(n)-j-
j=O j=O

n

II
k=n-m(n)

It follows from Theorem 3 that

4.1. 

Prc

The spec:

Pn,m(n)\!
assume t!
place the
connecteti
that E is
transitioll

.Inn~(n) .hmsup J=O Pn-J,m(n)-j 1
n--+(X) nm( n) In n ~ -; (50)

By the relations (48), (49) and

lim 2:=~=n-m(n) kIn k
n-+oo -nm(n) In n =

2-9
2
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we get
I nm(n)n j=o Pn-j,m(n)-j A 1

> --> --
nm(n) Inn -u u'

which contradicts the inequality (50). 0
We now prove Corollary 7. Let A be a sequence of positive integers such

lim inf
n-+oo

that
1--.
0"

lim
n-+(X),nEA

(51)
InPn,m(n)

nlnn

Fix an arbitrary 1-() < A::;I. Denote by {kn}, n = 1,2,. .., the sequence
of integers such that n -m(n)::;kn::;n and kn/n -+ A a.5 n -+ 00. Since the
sequence {Pn,m(n)}, n = 1,2,..., is nonincrea.5ing,

n

II
k=n-m(n)

m(n)+l < k.. -n+m(n)+l n-k.. <
Pn,m(n) -Pk..,m(k..) Pn,m(n) - Pk,m(k)

From this and from the relations (49), (50), and (51)~ ,,-e get

1 1
0" 0"

I-A
{}

(kn -n + m(n) + 1) Inpkn,m(kn)
lim

n-oo,nEA nm(n) Inn

which implies that
1=--

0" ,,\
lirn

n-+oo,nEA

Inpkn.m(kn)

kn In kn

It follows from the last relation that

lim inf
n-+oo

Finally, we let ,\ tend to (1 -fJ) and obtain

InPn,m~< -liminf nlnn
n-+oo

r
L-

1

u(l -8)

§4. Proof of Theorem 2

4.1. Proof of Theorem 2

The specific setting of our problem is this. Using the fact that the quantit:y
Pn,m(n)(fj E) does not decrease with the widening of the compact set E, we
assume that the complement of the compact set E is connected (we can re-
place the compact set E by the compact set E1 = C\[:, where U is a the
connected component of C\E containing oc). Moreover, it can be assumed
that E is bounded by a finite number of closed anal~"tic Jordan curves r. The
transition from such compact sets to arbitrary compact: sets is not difficult

t~,
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4.2. Proc

..'"",
~

We now t
cap( E) >
are ob\io
denote

(cf. Subsection 3.3). With help of a corresponding fractional-linear trans-
formation, we reduce the theorem to the situation when E is a compact set
in C containing 00, with the function f having one essential singularity at
0 E G = C\E of finite order 0' > 0 and finite type T> o. We must show that

1. ( * * * )O"fn(m(n)+l) < -d(O)O"1m sup Pn-m(n),OPn-m(n)+I,l ...Pn,m(n) n -O'ere ,
n-+oo

where

P~-j,m(n)-j = P~-j,m(n)-j(f; E) = inf
rE'R.;-j,m(n)-j

Ilf-rIIE, j=O,l,...,m(n), by u' .\55'

and d( 0) is determined from the representation of the Green's function (see
(31) with 0 in place of ~). To do this it suffices to show that

in order,
integers ~

(52)
~ UeTe-d(Q)O'

which irr.;
rr: -:

In II
'=-

where {Sk,n-1!1(n)}, Sk,n-m(n) = Sk,n-m(n)(!j G), k = 0: 1,2,..., is the se-

quence of singular numbers of the Hankel operator Aj : E2(G) -+ H~-m(n)
constructed from!, Hn-m(n) is the space of the function q representable in
the form q = 'P/~n-m(n), where 'P E E2(G).

To prove Theorem 2 we employ the same arguments as in the proof of
Theorem 1. We only sketch the proof.

Fix an arbitrary domain G1, 01 C G,O E G1, bounded by a finite number
of closed Jordan curves, and 7"' > 7". Let tn = (UT,)1/un-1/u. Denote by
in the circle of radius tn with center at O. It will be assumed that in is
positively oriented with respect to the open disk of radius tn about 0, and n is
a sufficiently large positive integer: n ~ no, such that the closed disk of radius
tn with center at 0 belongs to G1. The rest of the arguments are analogous
to the corresponding arguments in Subsection 3.2. For sufficiently large n it
immediately follows from the inequality (35) that

and

(53)

80,n-m(n)81,n-m(n) ...8m(n},n-m(n)

::; ((m(n) + 1)!)3C~(n)llfll;:(n}+1

X exp( -n(m(n) + l)dn)ltnln(m(n)+l~

where dn -+ d(O) as n -+ 00.
The fact that / has at 0 an essential singularity of order 0" and type 1"

implies
11/llln ~ er' /t~ = en/O'

for n ~ n 1. This allows us to use the formula tn = (UT') 1/0' n -1 / 0' for the

radius, to obtain from (53)

where bn

--+ T on the right-hand side of the

limsup(so,n-m(n)Sl,n-m(n)... Sm(n),n-
n-+oo

It remains to pass to the limit as r'
last inequality and obtain (52). 0
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~. Proof of the Corollaries to Theorem 2

~ now turn our attention to the corollaries to Theorem 2. We assume that
p(E) > 0 and () > O. For cap(E) = 0 and () = 0 the corresponding assertions
~ obvious. We first show that the inequality (6) holds. For simplicity we
note

1/2 ~ue r( cap( E))O" e- 9(2-9) In(1-9)

w. Assume that

A> 1,

In Pn,m(n) 2::

n

II
k=n-m(n)

lich implies (see (49))

m(n)

In n Pn-j,m(n)-j ~ In
;=0

In Pk,m(k)

n

L
k=n-m(n)

k

kInk, n-m(n)~no,

d

fJ
fJ) -1 + "2 + Dn

lere tin

it

order to reach a contradiction. Therefore, for sufficiently large positive;egers 
n, n ~ no, we have
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By the relation Ackn
u.s. r
Prokh
emati<
III par"

Iim (m(n)fn -(J) Inn = 0,
n-+oo

we now get the the inequality

which contradicts the relation (5). 0
We now prove Corollary 4. Denote by S the following expression

S = ue-r( cap ( E))O" .

Let A be a sequence of positive integers such that

(54)

Fix 1 -f) < ,x~I. Denote by {kn}, n = 1,2,..., the sequence of integers
kn = [n,x].

Since the sequence {Pn,m(n)}, n = 1.2,..., is nonincreasing, for suffi-

ciently large n we get

n

II
k=n-m(n)

m(n)+l < kn-n+m(n)+l n-k.. <
Pn,m(n) -Pkn,m(kn) Pn,ml:n) - Pk,m(k)

From this and from the relation (54): it follows that

lim (pkn-n+m(n)+l n-k",
n-=,nEA kn,m(kn) Pn,m\n)

0'

n(m(n)+l) n = S

~(kn -n+m(n)+l)lim p n(m(n)+l) k..-n+m(n)+l

n-+oo,nEA kn,m(kn) n mln)+l

8-1+>-
=58

kn -=-n+m(n)+l
m(n)+l

kn-n+m(n)+l
m(n)+l

8-1+).
=58

n

1. Ac
of
pr(
Sb

2. Br;
eX ,

3. Ga:
198

4. Gol
Tht
Mo~

5. Gon
the

(17l

6. Koo:
Ser..

7. Levi::
conn
2i3.

8. Parfe
tor, :
Sb.5

9. Pelle~'
tions.
no. 1

10. Peller
in,-est;
Mat. ~
50 (I!)

11. Prival,
Germ;,

12. Prokht
184 (1

(1994).

Then, using the last inequality, we deduce that
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